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New Hard Line. In Dorms 
•---·~~~••••111111111uu 
We Live in the Present 
By the Post, but 
for the . .. 
Has Tech found its long sought after basketball giant? See Page 10 for 
the answer. Photos by Chuck Seithel 
A Mascot On The Way? . 
Committee To 86 Formed 
By Alan Tschirgi 
President Charles N. Millican announced Monday the emergence of a 
three-member committee to take charge of the selection of a mascot. 
Unlike the previous committee chaired by student Wayne Leland 
which had the task of researching the nearly 80 suggestions made by the 
students and ~mployes of the 
university, the committee currently 
being selected will not be 
responsible for duties of this type. 
both have the process of selection 
completed by the first basketball 
game on November 14 between the 
frosh and the varsity. 
October 9, 1970 
·FTU Co-Ed 
Threatened 
At approximately 1 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday an attempted abduction 
of a co-ed occurred on the FTU 
campus in an open area of one of 
the paved parking lots. 
The incident occurred when the 
student returned to an automobile 
for some textbooks. The assailant 
accosted the victim with a knife as 
she entered her car and attempted 
to force her to surrender the keys. 
The assailant was reported to be a 
white male about 18 years of age, 
clean-shaven, crew-cut, dressed in a 
yellow short sleeve banlon-type 
open neck shirt. When last seen he 
was thought to have fled in an 
automobile with a gray top. 
University officials are advising all 
residential and commuter students 
to exercise proper caution. 
Campus 
~Glances 
The threat of a bomb which 
could have affected th.e safety of 
the Administration Building was 
received Tuesday by the secretary 
to the Dean of Men . 
The caller, a male) threatened to 
bomb the Building if a certain 
Administration Official did not 
resign. \ 
According to John Smith, 
Director of Security, a sellrch of the 
building was rpade, although it was 
not evacuated. 
The identity of the caller is not at 
this time known, although the case 
is now under investigation. 
-0-
Calling Hours Explained 
During Mandatory Meeting 
The enforcement of new and old housing rules prompted a mandatory 
house meeting of all resident students September 30 in the Science 
Auditorium. The meeting was called to "explain calling hours and make 
the students aware of rules and 
regulations they are going to have 
to live with," according to T.K. 
Wetherell, Assistant to the Dean for 
Housing. 
Also announced wet·e new 
visitation hours, dorm maintenance, 
and the rationale behind weekly 
dorm maintenance checks. In 
attendance were W. Rex Brown, 
Vice President for Student Affairs, 
Wetherell, Jim Stringer, Student 
Government President, Resident 
Staff members and resident 
students. 
Wetherell refused to allow the 
meeting to be used as a 
question-answer forum because of 
the large number of students 
attending. Instead he directed them 
to present questions and differences 
of opinion to him in his office 
during office hours. 
In his statements, Wetherell 
announced that calling hours had 
been abolished. Calling hours was a 
privilege which allowed members of 
the opposite sex to visit each other 
in the resident halls without 
entet·ing the suite. According to 
Wetherell, in an interview with the 
FuTUre, there were three reasons 
for the revocation of calling hours. 
They were: a) a number of male 
and female residents complained of 
the traffic in the halls; b) The 
Housing office found it difficult to 
enforce calling hours because they 
were being taken advantage of; and 
c) because of the University's 
concern for the lack of privacy in 
the resident halls. 
The decision to abolish calling 
hours was made in early September. 
Wetherell told the FuTUre that 
students were not conferred with 
because the decision was · made 
between academic quarters. 
"I think the calling hours are 
good. Once they get instituted, the 
students are going to like them." 
said Wetherell. 
It was also announced by 
Wetherell that visitation hours had 
been curbed. The new hours are 3-7 
p.m for males to visit females 
Monday through Thursday, 3-9 
p .m. on Friday, 3-11 p.m. on 
Saturday, and 2-9 p.m. on Sunday. 
Women may visit men from 5-9 
p.m. Monday through Friday, 2-11 
p.m. on Saturday, and 2-9 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
Wetherell said that visitation 
hours were changed due to the 
(Continued on Page 12) 
Same Seating Trouble 
In SCAUD And Engr. 
FTU's Physical Plant has encountered a problem in the downstairs 
Engineering Building auditorium similar to the one which necessitated 
alterations of the seating arrangement of the Science Auditorium· 
(S~!~D)_. te th F TU l d According to the 1969-70 NFPA 
wrn .r e u re e.arne c o d e b o o k , a s p a c e of 
that the sea~mg arrangement m the . t 1 20 · h approx1ma e y me es was 
SCAUD constituted a safety hazard necessary for suitable movement in 
in the event of a fire, due to the auditorium aisles. This 20 
insufficient spacing between seats. inches was interpreted by FTU to 
It had been recommended that the apply to times when the seats are 
tablet arms be cut by four inches to folded up and the tablet arms are 
provide suitable room for down. The NFPA interpreted the 
movement, and word from the 20 inches to apply to times when 
National Fire Prevention the tablet arm is up in the writing 
Association (NFP A) headquarters position. Thus, the rows in the 
in Boston was pending at the time SCA UD had to be spaced to al low 
the FuTUre made it13 report. for additional room to comp ly with 
The seating in the Science the NFPA codes. 
Members of the committee, to be 
composed of one student, one 
faculty member and one staff 
~em be+ •. will be selected by the 
Vice Presidents of Student Affairs, 
Academic Affairs and Business 
Affairs, respectively . 
According to Option No. 2 the 
suggestions received would be put 
before the student body and 
e~ployees, with the ones receiving 
the most votes being passed on to 
the next election which would 
narrow the field of candidates 
down even more . 
Audit~rium was modified later in This same problem applies to the 
the w1.nter quarte~ to allow for auditorium of the Engineering 
approximately 20 inches of space Building. The seats for the two 
between the lo~ered t~blet arm ~d upstairs auditoriums have been 
the seat back directly m .front of it. approved and ordered; they will be 
Fred. E · CI ayton, . director of similar to those in the lecture hall 
FTU's Student Government will Phys1ca l ~la nt, said that the . of the· General Classroom Building. 
be expanded by at least six seats problem with the SC AUD was H 0 we v er the d 0 w n stairs 
this quarter, informed sourcl?s act u a 11 y ' 'a matter of auditorium poses the problem The 
revealed Thursday . . interpretation" of the fire codes. (C ti' d . p 12) · The College of General Studies, on nue on age 
According to President Millican, 
the committee will be responsible 
for setting up "the guidelines and 
procedures to be followed in 
selecting the mascot ." He added 
that the committee would be in 
charge also of assuring that the 
polls are manned by responsible 
individuals. 
Two methods for the selection of 
a mascot were suggested · by 
students Paul Sicca and Nancy 
Smith. 
President .Millican said that "In 
view of the unsuccessful outcome 
Eventually the list will be down 
to about five and then the final 
election will be held to determine 
the FTU mascot. 
The onjy criteria wh~ch would 
allow exclusion of a candidate by 
the committee would be profanity, 
according to President Millican. 
never before represented, will elect 
four senators, one from each class, 
to the Student Government Senate. 
The College of Education's and 
the College of Business 
Administration's · graduate schools 
will also be represented in the 
Senate. 
Deadline for applying for 
candidacy is Monday. 
SG Reiects RHA Veto 
of the mascot election last spring Rejection of a bill to provide of leadership positions than would 
and following the suggestion of recognition of A Resident Hall be possible under the RHA form of 
alternative methods of renewing Association by the Student government. 
this activity by Paul Sicca and Government Association was This point was confirmed by Vice 
Nancy Smith, it is my opinion that overruled by the Student Senate President W. Rex Brown who added 
we ought to follow option No. 2 Tuesday. · that he favors a form of 
which basically l~ts 'the students, Also passed was a measure government where each individual 
faculty and staff vote on all mascot . proffered by Sen, Rhyne which dormitory would have its own 
names submitted." governmental body with its own 
After the three vice presidents provided for an outstanding senator officers that could represent the 
have submitted their suggestions, award to be awarded on a yearly students .living in the dorm. 
the people selected will be given the basis. 2 . A n Y m o v e t o w a r d 
last list of names to be used for The RHA resolution will now be · centralization of the government is 
references. sent to the president of the a move away from representative 
Both of the options that were university for his final verdict on government. 
submitted were similar in that they . the matter. Dr. Brown pointed out that the 
- According to Sandy Whidden, house government mentioned above 
The FuTUre's Classified Ad section president of the Women's Resident would bring government closer to 
begins next week. Assocaition, the student affairs the students. 
Special Rates. office disapproves of the meas.ure I One member of the WRA who Wa~~~':: It. for the four reasons listed below: wished to remain unidentified 
lFor more information contact the 1. Le a vi ng the situation I stated that with only 427 residents 
FuTUre Office.) regarding resident government as it it is not necessary to have two 
is now would yield a larger number (Continued on Page 12) 
When Will It All· End? 
Editorial 
Tension among both students and administration is mounting to 
the point of no return due to events which unfortunately led up to a 
bomb threat this week. Whatever is causing this tension must be 
stopped before it goes any further. 
The events began with the hanging of the Dean of Men in effigy, 
uncomplimentary signs in dorm windows, a meeting with resident 
students, and a bomb threat, ending up with an attitude of students 
toward the administration and vice versa which leaves a great deal to 
be desired. 
It is time for both sides to open all possible channels of 
communication. It is time for both sides to start listening, and stop 
thinking about what they are going to say next or how they will 
rebutt one another. 
There has to be a lot of giving on both sides. The students have the 
right to disagree with and question rules and policies made by the 
University, but they must make an attempt to present their opinions 
in a mature manner and dispense with these childish pranks. 
On the same token, it is the duty of the Administration to listen 
and to concede when they are in the wrong. Until we learn to live 
and work with one another, nothing of value can be accomplished. 
And if.we don't, a bomb threat will someday be considered mild 
when compared to what could happen. 
· We issue a call for reason. The two forces must meet on common 
ground NOW and resolve their problel'!ls. 
Linda Mette! 
. . . ·,, . . ..  . . . . ·, . .. ~ . - . . .. .. . .. 
October 9, 19; 
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How Much Privacy 
Nordby's World 
Do Dorm Students Have? 
"University officials will endeavor to respect the privacy of students 
living in University-operated residential units. In the absence of 
occupants, rooms will be entered only by authorized : University 
personnel and only for routine inventory, emergency maintenan·ce or 
repair, health or safety inspections; but not in routine search for 
evidence of violation of University regulations. 
"As routine procedure, personal belongings of students will not be 
searched. However, where there is reasonable belief on the part of 
University officials that a student is using residential room for a 
purpose which is illegal or which would otherwise seriously interfere 
with campus discipline, or where the use of the room involves a clear 
violation of student regulations, the student may be asked to open all 
drawers, luggage, or other personal possessions during a search. In some 
situations it ·may be neither safe nor possible t0 contact the student 
prior to the search of a room. Additionally, it should be understood 
that University procedures in no way may restrict law enforcement 
officers from conducting lawful searches." 
The above statement is quoted from Pad Procedures, the official 
resident student handbook under the heading of "Privacy of Student 
Occupied Rooms." 
When taken in the light of developments between the Housing office 
and resident students, the question "how much privacy does the · 
University allow resident students?" is posed. 
ATTGA.Jrt o;\J ( .' 
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On first reading, the section on privacy of the handbook seems to 
guarantee the student that his dorm is his castle. But upon a closer 
second reading we note that the phraseology used allows 
"AUTHORIZED UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL" to step into a room 
through a loophole. Who are the "authorized university personnel?" 
According to T.K. Wetherell, assistant to the Deans for Housing, "the 
qualified personnel are those persons appointed by the Administrative 
staff." "NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL A REAL BOMB THREAT." 
Your guess as to who constitutes the Administrative Staff is as good 
as ours. But the point is, the student's right to privacy in FTU 
dormi~ries is almost non-existant. • 
But, how much privacy does the University allow its residents? 
The Housing Office was so deeply concerned about resident students 
privacy that it abolished calling hours, completely. Yet, you'll see them 
invading your castles every Wednesday morning. 
Continuing that second reading, we again are confronted with that 
unique phraseology apparently designed to satisfy the reader at first 
glance. The manual states that personal belongings of students may be 
sear~hed, under certain circumstances. In these situations, "it may 
neither be SAFE nor possible to contact the student prior to the search 
of a room." Safe? Safe for whom? 
This is how much privacy the University allows its residents. If you 
believe that your dorm is really your castle, then you are building 
castles in the air. 
LJM 
Cars Cars Cars Cars .... 
Two years ago there were more students at FTU than parking spaces 
to fill their cars. The only alteration on that situation now is that it is 
worse. There is a definite problem here unless you relish the idea of 
arriving on campus at 5 a.m. 
We wonder when people are going to realize that FTU is a 
commuter-oriented university. Approximately 90% of the students 
commute. With a percentage this high, parking is a problem that should 
not exist. · Taking nothing away from the residents, the focus should 
center on commuters. 
At highest estimates there are 2800 student parking spaces on 
campus. Eleven hundred of these are paved, with 800 spaces behind the 
Library, 200 spaces in Temporary Lot 100 across from C and D dorm, 
and 450 spaces in Temporary Lot 200 near the Physical Education 
Building. In addition, there are approximately 100 spaces in the R 
(Resident) lot used by commuter students. 
Question - where are approximately 1000 students pai·king? We are 
taking into conside'ration that a number of students drive together in 
car pools or are brough~ to and from the University. However, there are 
still at least J 000 cars that are unaccounted for. 
We applaud SG for initiating an investigative study into trams which 
will carry students to ·and from the parking facilities. Even those 
students who get a parking space are forced to walk anywhere from 5 
to 15 minutes getting to the buildings. The trams would solve this 
problem. 
In the meantime, we suggest that additional land near the completed 
campus be cleared for parking. In addition, long range building plans 
for the University should include parking facilities for the anticipated 
increase in students, as they apparently have not been in the past. 
LJM 
llettrrs Wn 
Wbr 1.Ebttnr 
Salem Re-Visited? 
Dear Editor: 
On page four of the 10-2-70 
FuTUre the Committee was quoted 
as asking prospective students "Are 
you aware that 80% of the trnuble 
on college campuses is caused by 
the kind of people who wear bell 
bottoms and wire-rimmed glasses?" 
If the Committee did, in fact, ask 
that question, then several more 
questions are raised. 1.) What is the 
source for the specific percentage? 
(Vogue or Esquire, perhaps?) 2.) 
Hasn't anyone noticed that our 
grandmother population (including 
several on campus) is wearing· bell 
bottoms and · wire-rimmed glasses? 
3.) And hasn't the Committee 
noticed that this year even the 
so-called rednecks and hardhats 
(whose biggest crime is spitting on 
the sidewalk) are affecting these 
offending items of dress? 
I don't wear wire-rimmed glasses 
because I have 20/20 vision, but I 
do hate to think I am being 
watched as a suspicious person 
when I wear the pair of bell 
bottoms I own. I suspect that the 
days of witch hunts are not so 
remote as we would like to think. 
Bill Hunter 
Improvement In 
Voteless Election? 
Student Government (SG) has 
announced a revised schedule for 
the 197 0 fall elections. Selected by 
this vote are the four class 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pre~dents, ~x college governon, 
and at least 24 senators. 
Declarations of candidacy may be 
announced by filing with SG before A Fishy Situation 
5 p.m. Monday. The campaign will 
begin at that time, lasting through 
October 21. 
Voting will begin October 22 
from 9 a.m. to4 p.m. and from -5 to 
7 p.m. The finru. aay of balloting is 
set for October 23 from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. only. All voting will be at the 
Village Center patio. 
SG has designated a committee of 
three to reapportion the Senate 
according to enrollment by class 
and college. Each class of every 
college will elect a minimum of one 
senator. 
In last fall's election, only 22.2 
per cent of FTU's full-time student 
body voted. SG officials hope for 
an improved turnout this year . 
Jewish Council 
To Host ~ Sahl 
present a comdey show, "Laughung 
( cq) at Life." 
March 7 - Dr. Ruth Gruber .... 
Michaels, author, journalism and 
authority on Israeli affairs. 
April 10 - Marc Triebwasser, 
young authority on Jewish Youth. 
He is a Junior Research Fellow at 
the Center for Democratic 
Institutions at Santa Barbara, 
California. 
June 6 - A film, "Music Hall of 
Israel, " starring Sheshana Damari, 
of the Haifa Ballet. 
All performances in the series will 
be held at Temple Israel, Eli Street, 
Orlando at 8 p.m. 
CAMPUS GLANCES 
Students are taking on social 
service projects ... (UPI) Tallahasse~~ 
Democrat, 9/13, p. 4E. "Here's 
some balm for the black eye given 
'all' college students by the 
minority of them who toss rocks, Television news analyst Sander 
Vanocur and comic Mort Sahl will set fil·es, and take over buildings. 
highlight the 1970_71 Jewish The balm is in the form of a survey 
of the 101 universities in the 
Community Council Cultural National Association of State 
Series, held each year in Orlando. Universities and Land-Grant 
The series will begin with Colleges. The survey showed that 
Vanocur's appearance November 8 student commitment to projects of 
when he will speak on "America As a social service nature will be at an 
I See It". The NBC newsman is all-time high on campus this fall ... 
anchorman for the "First Tuesday" Rapping (talking) is one of the 
special news program and has popular service areas. 
covered the three presidential,----:;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiir-; 
conventions and campaigns held in I 
the past decade. 
Sahl,. a controversial and 
popular political satirist, is slated 
to speak January 10 on the topic,1 
"Due to Lack of Intet·est, 
Tomorrow Has Been Cancelled." 
Season tickets to the series of six 
programs are $7 .50 for adults, 
$3.75 for students and can be 
obtained by calling or writing the 
Jewish Community Council, 515 S. 
Delaney St., Orlando , 841-6301. 
Single admission price for adults 
will be $3 and for students, $2. 
Other programs in the series will 
include: 
December 6 - Ruth Chertoff, 
actress and comedian, who will 
Editor-in-chief .•.... Linda Mette! 
Associate Editor ..... Nancy Smith 
Acting Assoc. Ed. Mary Anna Jackson. 
Production Manager · . John Gordon 
Advertising Manger . . .. Jim Wald 
Calssified Ad Manger Henry Popkin 
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~--------- ~y Tim Tumlin 
Dan Abbott, Physical Plant 
Utilities Director , pulled a 
five-pound catfish out of the 
reservoir which holds the treated 
What's Your Problem??? 
David Boelzner, Al Fickett, Duncan 
Marks, Linda Mette!, Tim Tumlin. 
Photo Editor . . . . . . Chuck Seithel 
Photographers ....• Joe Akerman, 
Rick Alter, Steve Heitzner, Frank 
Kosmak, Blake Mason, Jim Pratt, 
Jack Rabon. refuse from the sewage plant. (What's Your Problem will he a 
Unfortunately the fish had already weekly column devoted to 
been killed by the resident fou:r..and answering your questions about 
one--half foot long alligator. almost any subject. If you think 
The .pond of treated sewage is so something needs to be corrected, 
clean that it easily supports bream, but feel you can't "Fight City 
eatfish, bass, and, . of course, an Hall", ask us, and we will either get 
alligator. Abbott stated th.at after action or an answer. Address all 
the sewage has been thl'Ough the questions to "What's Your 
plant, it is cleaner than the water in Problem?", FuTUre, P. 0. Box 
the Econlockhatchee River or ih 25000, FTU, and either ·mail them 
any lake in the Orlando area except from off campus or drop them in 
Lake Claire. He later said that the the inner-campus mail boxes.) 
water is clean enough to be used for I'd like to see a pub on the FTU 
drinking, if it were treated again for campus like the one at the 
it. University of Florida - where only 
Anyone for swimming or fishing people over 21 may drink but 
in treated sewage? everyone may attend. What are the 
Public InformationDirector Bill problems involved? Who do I have 
to convince? 
Warden hasn't really been fishing. A transfer student. 
This is simply one of the fish from 
the sewage plant pond. The number one obstacle is the 
~~~~~~~=======~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j aministratio~ · P~~de~ Milli~ 
says that he hasn't considered the 
subject in months. Vice President 
Brown has professed that FTU 
needs a place for students with a 
pub-like atmosphere but opposes 
the use of alcohol on campus by 
students under any circumstances. 
Any other administrator will tell 
you to go see one of the above on 
the subject. The next problem is 
that there is no room on campus· 
however, with those new addition~ 
to the cafeteria in the VC ... who 
knows? Third, FTU is not zoned 
}-roper~y to allow a pub on campus. 
Th~re is, thoug~, a lot of rezoning 
being done in this area for 
commercial enterprises. Last but 
not least, Dean Sarchet reports that 
the pub at the University of Florida 
is losing money because students 
will only use it during the evening. 
From that we can gather that FTU 
may lose its precedent. 
Reporters . . . . . . . . . Dorie Baker, 
John Browne, David Bryant, Mike 
Cluney, Mike Crites, John Gordon, 
Clay. Hartsoe, Stevie Hendry, Greg 
High, Colleen Ilse, Weber Ivy, Fred 
Kahn, Duncan Marks, Henry Popkin, 
Darwood Santmier, Paul Sicca, Afan 
Tschirgi, Tim Tumlin Chris Van 
0 rm er, Beth Weilen,'..,an Robert 
Wish off. ' 
Advisor . . ........ Todd Persons_, 
Ttie "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
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Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at Florida 
Technological University. 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse t.o print any letters which are 
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name and address of the person (or 
persons) submitting them. Names will be 
withheld on request. Address all l~tters 
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000 
Orlando, Florida 32816. 
Entered as second class matter at the--
Post Office at Orlando, Florida. 
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f~t·~10of SMC Now Rests 
In Student Affairs' Hands 
Fu TU re 
1-11 DEAR ,,.. OH SAY Sf FORE ')(X) 
"f'Al<E YOUR SHOES OFF WOU.D 
you PL.EASE "TAl<E OUT ll-4E 
GARBAGE?'.--~~-=:--:u.... 
Putt-Putts No-Nos, 
Claire Stays Pure The fate of the FTU chapter of the Student Mobilization Committee now rests in the hands of Student Affairs Vice President W. Rex Brown. Approval of the organization was given by the Student Governm~nt 
Association earlier this year and the matter was then passed to the office The Lake Claire projec t should be completed before winter quarter 
begins, according to Campus Planner J. F. Shroeder. of Student Affairs , where 
invest igations into the background 
of the organization are currently 
under way. 
Accorrlin~ to SMC President 
Larry Lawson there was to be an. 
organizational meeting on Oct. 7 at 
an undetermined time and place. 
Lawson added that the anti-war 
group ! had 48 people at the first 
meeting which was held last year 
but since problems arose with 
the administration the number 
attending the meetings diminished. 
When asked what forms activities 
by the national. organization of 
SMC had taken, the bespectacled. 
student replied that they were 
peaceful and that "problems were 
started either by SDS, Weathermen 
or the police." 
He also indicated that in relation 
to the national demonstrations to 
be held on the 31st of this month, 
the local group, sympathetic to the 
cause of the organization planned 
to "build for that demonstration." 
Lawson pointed! out that the 
organization is against the war, 
against the draft and for black 
people, chicanes and the feminist 
movement. 
According to Vice President 
Brown, the major objective of the 
investigation is to determine if 
there is any connection between 
the Student Mobilization 
Committee and the SDS or YSA. 
Lawson indicated that the SMC is 
not a politically exclusive 
organization and that it is open to 
·members of SDS, YSA, and any 
other political bodies including the 
Democratic and Republican parties. 
The youthful president was fairly 
critical of the Students for 
Democratic Society saying that 
"they might have had the right 
intentions but their tactics were 
totally wrong." He went on to say 
that by these actions the "SDS 
exposed themselves for the 
kiddie-cadets that they are." 
Lawson stated that he did intend · The $15,000 project is an effort by FTU financed by Student 
to change the emphasis of the Government to create a recreation area on the lake, yet r~tain the natural 
group from demonstration to beauty surrounding__it. The proj~~t ' 
education about the war in ~~---1 was proposed in November, 1968, will be an admission charge to the 
Vietnam. and after several false starts, is now public, since the lake is being 
Despite this fact, he did make underway; the scond survey will be developed primarily for FTU's use. 
reference to a demonstration in St. completed in a few days. . "The location itself is an effort to 
Petersburg which was "strictly Lake Claire is a 27-acre natural.keep the public out," Shroeder 
marshalled" but where the police lake located a half mile north of the said. "We can't control the public 
moved into the area to make what Library Building. When completed, on such things as noise and 
he termed a "political bust" on a the recreation area will cover about pollution." 
professor from Gainesville. Lawson two acres, and will include a Student Government and 
also indicated that the professor in parking lot, picnic tables, and a Shroeder hope to reach the goal of 
question had uttered obscenties on developed beach area. Electricity, welding natural ecology with an 
the podium. water and sanitary facilities will be enjoyable recreation area . "How it 
When he was asked about the available. ends up is up to Student 
recent suspension from Florida The lake is being tested for Government and the students," 
State University of Radical Jack swimming and fishing, and Shroeder said. 
Lieberman he replied, "They've according to Shroeder, sailing and 
been out to get him for a long canoeing will be permitted. Motor 
time." boats will be prohibited because 
Lawson indicated that the they would disturb lake life. 
or g an i z at i o n m a Y have p 0 llution problems are being 
demonstrations on campus if considered carefully , especially in 
military recruiters come around "if l--"""!'.ll~-1"-----:,.-:=:-""---1 · preventing storm water drainage into 
we can get enough people the lake. The road and parking lot 
interested." will be stable hard dirts, because of 
Unkovic Tapped 
By White House 
~ Dr. Charles M. Unkovic has been i 
nominated as a Florida Delegate to 
the 1970 White House Conference 
on Children, which is conducted 
every 10 years in Washington. 
Dr. Unkovic has become widely !----_::~L---------.... 
known in Central Florida for his 
work with juvenile authorities and 
in drug abuse studies, and has been 
a member of a special task force on 
children; formed in preparation .for 
the White House meeting. 
Chairman of the FTU Sociology 
Department since his appointment 
to the faculty in 1968, Dr. Unkovic 
was recently notified that he can 
expect an official invitation from 
President Nixon. 
CAMPUS- GLANC~S 
Flu shots are available to any 
FTU student who desires them. The 
innoculations are free to all 
full-time and part-time students. 
There is however a fee of 50 cents 
for uni~ersity staff. Nurse Kline 
says that the Student Health 
Service would appreciate it if all. 
persons requesting shots please 
come in after 1 p.m. 
RAMADA INN 
the added drainage problem asphalt 
would cause. 
It is not known whether there 
Campus 
~Glances 
Dr. David Hernandez of the 
Education Department has several 
elementary social science games left 
over from the summer quarter. The 
students who wish to pick up their 
games may find the~ in room 320 
of the General Classroom Building. 
-
EAST 
WELCOME BACK .... 
Now We're Open Tool 
RAMADA 
SG Rappers 
. Plan Program.s 
Student Government held a rap 
session for interested students in 
the Science Auditorium on 
Tuesday. Information about 
running for office was provided. It 
was explained that there is at least 
one senator from each college on 
campus. The functions of the 
various offices were also discussed. 
It was pointed out that a student 
does not have to run for an office 
to be involved in the government 
process here on campus. There are 
many committees set up that need 
people. These committees are as 
follows: Academic Affairs, 
Bookstore Advisory Committee, 
Cooperative Advisory Committee, 
Food Committee, Registration 
Study Committee, Social Affairs 
Committee, Student Handbook 
Committee, University Publication 
.Committee, University Parking 
Committee. Anyone interested in 
these committees should get in 
touch with President Jim iStri'nger 
or the Vice President of the Senate. 
3 MEETING ROOMS INNS EL BODEGON 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE MADEIRA ROOM 
GRANADA ROOM 
SEVILLA ROOM 
Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Trail 273-1500 
lhe Motor Inn Includes 
124 GUEST ACCOMMODATIONS 
SWIMMING POOL 
& PIANO BAR 
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M. 
LA COMIDA 
DINING 10019' 
OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M . 
.. , J ••t••i ... . ,,, ...... - .................................. ... - .. - ..... ~ ....... - ~ . 
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A C.rack in the Pool? 
What Crack in the Pool? 
Many people on the FTU campus are anxiously awaiting the 
completion of the swimming pool. However, there is one difficulty 
preventing the opening of this facility. The problem really is not the 
crack, but the decision on who is to pay for the repairs. The swimming 
pool is located in the Physical ---------------
Ed uca tio n Facilities area. The 
troublesome crack is located on the 
Ooor of the pool. 
Warren Smith and Associates of 
Lakeland, Fla., the architects of the 
pool, are reluctant to accept the 
cost. The contractor is Clifton 
Construction Company of Cocoa, 
Fla., and the company does not 
want to put out the funds necessary 
for returning the peol to working 
order. Responsibility for the 
occurrence of a crack in the pool 
cannot rest on either company as 
the exact cause has not been 
pinpointed. Fred Clayton, the FTU 
Physical Plant Engineer, discounts 
all reasons, given to date, as mere 
speculation. 
The decision is left up to the 
Construction Division of the State 
General Services of Florida in 
Tallahassee. The cost would be 
comparatively low and the pool 
should ·be ready for use 
approximately a week after repairs 
are begun. Clayton stated that the 
job w\11 guarantee against any 
future disorder of this type. -
The temperature of the water can 
be controlled in the L-shaped pool 
that features three dura-flex di~ng 
boards including a high diving 
board. The major use will be 
recreational for all students, 
faculty, and staff. Physical 
c.c. 
Education classes will use the pool 
at certain specified times. There is 
no swimming team at present, but 
the pool can serve as a spot for 
intercollegiate competition. 
Intramural swimming competition 
for men and women will feature the 
sport of water polo. The pool will 
be open as many hours as possible. 
For those who have been 
following the progress of 
construction of the swimming pool, 
the reflective pool, the engineering 
building, and other buildings, and 
discovering that construction rarely 
meets its deadline, there is an 
explanation. With the considerable 
amount of construction going on in 
the Orlando area, including the 
Disney World undertaking, there 
seems to be more work for the 
available labor supply. When the 
labor supply is right the buildings 
will often go up ahead of schedule. 
-o-
NOTICE 
The "Creative Art Workshop, 
Inc." exhibit is now being featured 
in the lobby of the FTU Library 
Building. The exhibit, sponsored by 
the Village Center, will be open to 
the public until October 26. Hours 
are 7:45 a.m. to 10 p.m., Mondays 
through Fridays; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Saturd8ls; and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m., 
Sundav~. 
Fu TU re 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
Minority Teachers 
Still Hard To Find 
A concentrated effort is being made by the University administrators 
to acquire professors of several minority races for the winter quarter 
session. Letters and personal inquiries ha've been sent to every corner of 
the state and to several schools and universitities across the nation. The 
answers received were varied but all · 
said basically the same thing - no. race teaching full time by the 
Other schools seem to be having the winter quarter. The interview 
same problems as FTU. All parties process continues throughout the 
involved want to fulfill the year in an effort to bring racial 
integration requirements and balance to the FTU campus. 
appease both students and the The only black professor on 
Federal Government. The problem campus last year has returned to 
is that there are just not enough another college to continue his ~-~-~--~----~~h---------------~qu~fi~~rsonn~tofilliliehlll~ ~~~te ~~~s. This mo~ ~ft 
During the previous quarter, t e community life and decide for 
h . this time for every university. FTU without a qualified Black FuTUre office (as well as t is yourself what you think. Questions At the present time there is one Studies teacher. There are still two 
columnist) has been subjected to and/or comments may be directed black teacher on the FTU teaching courses in Black Studies in the 
numerous inquiries as to the origin t o C C , c / o . FT U Y o u n g staff. catalogue; but as it stands now, 
of the title of this column. In an Republicans, FTU Box 26278. However, there are no American there is no one on the staff who can 
effort to enlighten new students (Aha, a clue to my identity. Don't Indians on the payro'll .. Dr. teach such a course. 
and those who are still confused . expect the straight party line, 
from last quarter, the title is though.) Gambrell, Vice President for N d A R ft 
explained below. This doesn't Now a few comments on the first Academic Affairs said that every ee oom f 
measure has been and is being taken e 
mean, of' course, that inquiries are order of business. To prove one of 
unwelcome, either by the FuTUre the above points, CC looks at a so that FTU might be able to have 
or by this columnist; rather, they FuTUre e.ditorial. Last week's at least one member of the black Reserve ltl 
indicate that the column is being questioned the motive behind the 
read, which makes the newspaper removal of part of the patio in 
happy (most of the time, anyway) front of the Administration Students and faculty members 
and renders the columnist ecstatic. Building. As one of many students desiring the use of University 
The initials "CC" could stand for who lost a scholarship because of facilities for meeting purposes are 
any number of things from Campus insufficient funds, CC indeed requested to make room 
Comment to Caped Crusader. In regrets the expenditure of so much reservations prior to using the 
fact, it varies from week to week. money so extravagantly. It seems a c rooms. Faculty and staff should 
But there is an element of costly error bas been made. ampus make reservations through the 
continuity in the title which is However, no one, I think, can argue Office of Administrative Planning 
indicative of the sort of material that there hasn't been an (Extension 2836) and student 
contained in the column: improvement. Aita.. GI n es organizations are requested to go 
Medicines, especially those which What is really troubling, though, ~ a c through the Village Center, which 
are injected, are measured in cc's. is the sinister assumption on the in turn will contact Administrative 
Thus, the purpose of this column part of some students and the Plannning. 
(alas, a self-appointed purpose) is to Fu TU re editorialist that the Everyone hears about all the Requests for a large group for the 
administer to each deserving group administration was destroying the excess money "floating" around ... entire day should be made at least 
or individual a dose of medicine patio to eliminate a possible well, one suggestion is that it seems two weeks in advance. 
commensurate with the apparent gathering place for rioters. If this if you don't h·ave any classes in the The reservations process is 
need. This applies to politics, both were the case, they would have to Library or if you aren't passing by necessary so that conflicts with 
national and campus, as well as destroy that concrete driveway on there, that is just what you'll have other meetings and scheduled 
c amp us organizations, the other side of the building, the to do before, after, and during classes will not occur. In addition, 
administration officials, the ramp to the library building, and breaks or while waiting for people the Physical Plant ~ustodial 
bookstore, or anyone else, erect a barbed-wire fence to prevent ... FLOAT ... Sure would be nice if program for cleaning the rooms is 
depending on the mood of the the use of the remaining patio. The there would be some added benches on a tight schedule which must 
columni'st. This does not mean that official explanation seems quite in needed areas ... · like the GCB, occasionally be altered because of 
it will be a fountain of unfounded plausible while on the other hand, outside the VC and near the dorms. unconfirmed meetings. 
propagandl or a flowing series of the editorial viewpoint appears 
personal vendettas. Above all, logic contorted and suspicious. If there is 
will be held sacred and realism will no desire to burn or destroy (and 
be the keynote. I'm sure there isn't), then why 
CC is also not a house organ of should anyone be upset? The patio 
the university; it is authored by a looks better, and protesters have 
student and reflects the opinion of ample space to gather peacefully. 
thatstudent.Norisitasubsidiary As to "mutual trust and 
of the FuTUre. It is, as one staffer confidence," it occurs to me that · 
put"it, "a sounding-off piece for its anyone who so painstakingly looks 
author." The attempt is made, for trouble in a wasteful)nefficien~ 
however, to present views logically but otherwise innocent move by 
and objectively, with opinion the administration, is the one who 
justified by factual evidence. hinders the achievement of that 
So, tune in for one student's relationship. 
obser_vations on ca~pus and 
If you .don't see what you want, 
ask for it! 
THEc;tt/~ BANK 
. (o~ ~ OPl«k 
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO, Fl.ORICA 3276!5 
Five minutes north of F.T.U. 
"?1~14-
'1<~ 
?~"~~~ 
7448 Aloma Ave. 
Orlando, Fla. 
PHONE DAY 671·3455, NIGHT 671-2738 
Debate Forming: 
Open To Anyone 
FTU's first debate team is 
"getting it together" under the 
watchful eye of Dr. Raymond 
Buchannan. The students are 
forming a team that will represent 
the school and travel both around 
and out of the state. 
The 1970-71 national 
intercollegiate question is 
"Resolved: That the Federal 
governmeQ.t should adopt a 
program of compulsory wage and 
price controls." This question was 
determined this spring through a 
national referendum. Dr. 
Buchannan noted that the topics 
"usually oscillate between national 
and international beadings, but for 
the last two years the topics have 
been more domestic - oriented." 
Because it is in its first year, the 
debate team is "extremely 
inexperienced," according to Dr. 
Buchannan. Florida is noted for its 
fine high school debate teams 
especially in Orlando (Colonial 
High School) and Miami. But 
because schools like the University 
of Miami and Georgia offer 
scholarships to leading debators 
FTU is hard-pressed. ' 
The FTU team will travel to 
Gainesville, Valdosta, West Florida 
and Tallahassee to participate in 
debate tournaments. The student 
government finances the debate 
team! 
The team is open to all, regardless 
of experience, Dr. Buchannan 
added. Extensive research of the 
national debate question is first on 
the debate club's agenda. 
CAMPUS GLANCES 
Steve Lotz, chairman of the FT\..J 
Art Dept. is holding a one man 
show this weekend at the 
Jacksonville Art Museum. Almost 
as striking as Lotz's unique artistry, 
is the exhibit brochure designed by 
Instructional Media's own Dorothy 
Kannon. 
-o-
J ob an n K. Eyfells, Assistant 
Professor of Art, is showing two 
large cast bronze sculptural pieces 
this month at the Ringling Museum 
of Art, Sarasota. Works by 22 
artists who teach in Florida 
Universities are included in the 
show which runs from September 
28 - October 18. 
BeautHul 
8 Acres 
overlooking Lake Hayes. 
Rolling pine land - quiet 
country living just off Alafaya, 2 
min. from FTU - 664'x520'. 
Can be divided. Already Cleared. 
644-3329. 
Louis @ 
Volkswagen 
Near~ 
Authorized Volk~agen Dealer 
6363 E. Colonial Drive 
5 Miles West of F.T.U. 
277-7220 
Captured By The Bug 
66 Dart GT Hardtop 
51295 
60 Karmann Ghia Coupe 
$495 
70 Mustang Mach I 
52995 
69 VW 7 Passenger Bus 
52295 
67 Volvo Sedan 
51595 
70 Deluxe VW Bug 
s1995 
1 .... ' 
,, 
vet 
UN Official 
Speaks H'ere 
Mr. Ralph Townley, a senior 
official of the United Nations, will 
address the public at Loch Haven 
October 24, in an effort to promote 
understanding of the United 
Nations. 
The United Nations Association 
hopes to have a series of meetings 
directed towards improving the 
general understanding of the 
today's politics in the United 
Nations. 
The organization is anxious to 
extend membership to area 
students, hoping to arrange a 
college bowl type quiz centering 
around the United Nations. 
Lionel M. Summers is President 
of the Orlando-Winter Park Chapter 
of the United Nations Association 
of the United States of America:· 
Write Box 138, Rollins College, 
Winter Park. · · 
Varied Decor 
For lounges 
The tesidential lounges are 
scheduled for renovation through a 
joint effort between the Housing 
Office and Student Government. 
Housing will refurnish B and C 
dorm lounges at a cost of $2,000 
available per lounge. The style will 
be contemporary according to T. K. 
Wetherell, Assistant to the Deans 
for Housing. He told the FuTUre 
that a committee headed by Sandi 
Whidden, WRA President, and Ed 
Wightman, MRA President, has 
been established to learn the 
recommendations of the resident 
students concerning the furnishings 
of the lounges. 
The $2,000 will be used at the 
discretion of the resident students. 
If the entire amount is not 
allocated for the lounges it may be 
used for other resident hall 
improvements or furnishings. 
Residents are requested to 
con tact Sandi Whidden or Ed 
Wightman with ideas and 
suggestions concerning the spending 
of the money. Student Government 
has allocated $1,800 to redecorate 
lounges A and D. The lounges will 
- · be youth-oriented with plans calling 
for psychedelic style. 
Y.D. 
Again this year a civic group will bring the circus to town, but we 
are going to be endowed this year with another circus offering more 
trick-filled sideshows - the Republican Party is also bringing an 
entertaining show to town. In fact, it will probably be much more 
entertaining because of the higher degree of efficiency in performing 
- or if I may, acting. On behalf of the very concerned, but least 
represented middle Americans, let me preview this show with some 
history of its' cast. 
In 1968, at the Republican National Convention, one member of 
this show, Governor Claude Kirk, chose to endorse Nelson 
Rockefeller as the Republican nominee for President in hopes that 
he would be chosen as the veep running mate. This not only stabbed 
the state Party in the back, but Mr. Nixon himself. Let's note also 
that Representative Bill Cramer was the Leader of the Republican 
party organization at that time and he is now playing with the same 
cast seeking U.S. Senate position. Now the ironical lines played by 
this slate of actors is that the man now acting as our governor is the 
one and only who stood on the steps of the highest court in our land 
under press spotlights and told the President that he would not 
follow his bussing policy (please note that I did n'ot include the 
conservative supplied term "forced bussing" that is . intended for 
psychological affect by the the Republican party.) Yes, this same 
. star, Claude Kirk , Jr. who dissented against the federal judicial 
system and executive order is the same man receiving endorsement 
to serve as our governor again. In fact, the show will be highlighted 
this year by the infamous vice-president, Spiro Agnew, who will visit 
our great state in an attempt to convince the people that we are 
suffering from problems of an "effete corps of impudent snobs'', tell 
, us that student dissent will wreck our state, and probably read the 
entire script for the joy of hearing it ... and most likely will convince 
· a lot of people. The average Floridian can witness for himself that 
we in Florida do not mandate this type of slander aimed at our 
citizens because we have not had a high degree of trouble. We should 
recognize the only defiant radical we have is the "ego-tripping" 
governor and should request that the vice-president not insult our 
state residents with a null and void and certainly unwarranted 
performance. 
A few facts about our state executive: I think the fund raising 
project planned for Gov. Kirk on board of the motorship Freeport 
has a very relevant name. It has been tagged by his staff as a "cruise 
to nowhere" because this is exactly where he has taken our state in 
the last four years - "nowhere", but backwards. (Example: He 
vowed to make Fla. No. 1 in education. When he became governor 
we were No. 26 and now thanks to his "cruise to nowhere" we are 
No. 37 .) The Sentinel, pointing out the "state's most potent 
lobbying group", proudly stated that the anniversary meeting of the 
Associated Industries of Fla. will again endorse Kirk. This is no 
surprise because Reubin Askew has a tax program that will fall 
heavier on corporations in order that they now may carry some of 
the burden of the st~te's expenses, rather than the average taxpayer. 
But if Kirk is reseated upon his throne of arrogance, you will either , 
still go without adequate public facilities, teach your own children at 
home, or eat a helluva lot of peanut butter and jelly for the next 
four years. (Example: Mr. Kirk admits no new taxes, but he will 
again and again increase the ones you now are overburdened with. 
As a person that should be proud of your state, it is your 
responsibility now to work for new leadership that will admit badly 
lacking prestige to the governor's chair - work for the best team for 
Florida - work of the Askew-Adams team. 
ORLANDO'S NEWEST DRIVE-IN.THEATRE 
.C,L\MPUS GLANCES 
SUIBURBAN 
DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
No Nyets For. O'Keefe 
During Russian Tour 
By Nancy Smith 
Russia, Russia, what's in Russia? 
Contrasts, suppression, beauty, Lenin, and the Moscow News. 
At least this is what Dr. M.-T. O'Keefe, FTU communications professor 
found. And he should know because he made a trip there during class 
break last summer. 
He went as part of a tour group It is not unusual to see an old 
which left from New York near the Gothic structure next to a trim new 
end of August, and spent a fast one. 
three weeks touring Russia and the Now; what is the Moscow News? 
.satellite countries. Well, this is a pet project of 
When talking about the contrasts, O'Keefe's. The News is a Russian 
O'Keefe said he was most startled tabloid newspaper with a 
by the freedom the tourists found. circulation of 400,000 and is 
Contrary to what is so ,often distributed in approx. 70 countries. 
heard, the group never found The FTU professor has been trying 
themselves bei·ng watched, since last spring to get an interview 
questioned, or stopped from with the editor, and because fo a 
anything they chose to do. In fact series of confusions, the meeting 
IO'Keefe confided that he had even. wasn't set up before the tour began. 
,gotten slides of nearly everything So, when O'Keefe got to Russia, he 
Ion a "prohibited picture" list he simply went to the newspaper to 
1was given before he left on the attempt to set up an appointment. 
,tour. Much to his surprise, and after the 
I O'Keefe could only cite two briefest of waits, he was ushered in times when the group believed they to see Y. A. Lomko, the edito1·. A 
1were being watched. The most .very relaxed two-hour visit yielded 
!serious occurred in Czeckslovakia, enough information for an article 
1
when the group became convinced that O'Keefe hopes to do on the 
that bed checks were being made. history of the paper. 
In addition, several of the guests 0 'Keefe was surprised about 
reported having their luggage several things concerning the 
searched. interview. The first was the ease in 
The other incident was more which he got in to see Lomko even 
minor and occurred when the tour though it was after regular office 
group visited Lenin's tomb. The hours. Another was that, despite 
group was laughing and joking, in the fact that the newspaper was 
contrast to the solemn Rus~ans approaching the final deadline, 
around them. As they neared the there was no rush to hurry O'Keefe 
tomb, someone in the group out of the offices. Everyone was, 
noticed a man speak to one of the on the contrary, quite cordial and 
guards, and then join the line with friendly, and more than willing to 
the tour group. As soon as the tour talk. 
was through the tomb, the man left. In a funny contrast, after leaving 
A logical conclusion: the Secret it took O'Keefe a half heur to catch 
Police. a cab back to the hotel. 
Other than this, the group had O'Keefe came back to the United 
complete freedom of movement. States with a tourist's treasure Ho~ever, O'Keefe said there was chest: between 700 and 800 slides 
a feeling of repression, strictly of the trip. Many of these will be 
psychological that could be felt, used in two of his communications 
especially in Moscow and courses: Propaganda and 
Czechoslovakia. Psychological Warfare, and 
Another thing which impressed International Communication and 
the tourists, especially some the F · p 
Americans from New York, was the AoreignDaress. H 
feeling of complete safety. Anyone • y as 
could walk the streets at night, 
whether they were lighted or not, 
and not have to worry about A H d 
robbery or attack. . ey ay 
Also worthy of praise , says 
O'Keefe, is the Russian transit SI ides, displays, and a Piper 
system. It is extremely rapid, and Cherokee 140 plane were used to 
the bus costs only three or four encourage students to join the 36 
cents. "You really don't need a car on-campus organizations during 
to get around," he commented. Activities Day September 30. 
O'Keefe was also impressed by Response varied according to the 
some of the beauty he saw. The type of organiza~ion, from 25 
city of Sophia, Bulgaria, is «one of students for several special interest 
the prettiest I've ever seen," he clubs to well over 100 for those of 
said. Current architecture is also general appeal. 
quite improved, and frequently The FT U - recognized 
EAST 50 offers contrasts to older buildings. organizations include men's and 
_ AT UNION PARK TEtEPHONE: 273-0860 1 
=============================+--------------------------'--------women's college level c1 v1c 
Aretha Franklin and Stravinski 
are featured in the Great 
Personalities Film series at 11 a.m. 
Tuesday in the General Classroom 
Building room 115. Admission is 
free. 
....  
LAST 2 DAYS FRI & SAT 
"MASH" with Donald Sutherland "100 RIFLES" Raquel Welsh 
--------STARTS SUNDAY 7:30 -------1 
_)ohnWayne 
is "Chisum'' 
PANAVISION" TECHNICOLOR~ 
FRO~ Warner bros. 
AKmneycompany ~~ 
Take the 
whole family 
to a happy 
movie ··· 
for a change. 
80stens 
toJonfill 
~l!j,,7 
TECHNICOLOR® 
FROM WARNER BROS 
THE 
GREAT DANK 
IOIB!:l.Y~ 
~ TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISION® .:. 
FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS~ 
Jlcrndon, J/cs ~ Scott 
Insurance and Bonds 
for 
Your Home - Your Automobile 
Your Business Your Life 
Orlando Ph. 841-2250 
NEXT CLASS 
STARTS OCT. 12th 
~ 
EDGEWaOD. SPORT C"ENTER 1ln<. 
WELCOME BACK ALL FTU STUDENTS 
We carry all equipment including 
U.S. DIVERS - DACOR - VOIT 
SPECIAL PRICES ON USED EQUIPMENT 
24 Hour Air-Fill Service 
Plus 
White Stag Bikinis & Tank Suits 
- ·STUDENT DISCOUNTS -
We rent a complete line of Diving Equipment 
1805 E. Wint~r Park Rd. Orlando 644-9647 
.. -'"' -
organizations, eight fraternities and 
four sororities, and clubs for 
students interested in engineering, 
flying, mathematics, biology and 
other hobbies. The spiritual side of 
the student is covered by the 
campus religious organizations. 
Both major political parties are 
represented, as well as leftist 
political groups. 
SG Offers 
Learn Pay 
Student Government announced 
this week it still had five $450 
scholarships available for students 
needing them. 
SG established 10 scholarships in 
a variety of categ01·ies for both 
married and single students, 
resident. and non-residents of the 
state who have at least a 3.0 
academic average and are in need of 
financial assistance to continue in 
school. 
The remaining scholarships 
include one for a Florida resident 
married student, one for a Florida 
resident single student and three for 
non-resident students. 
Under the conditions of the 
scholarship program, all applicants 
must submit three personal 
recommendations from persons 
they have known for more than one 
year; they must have had prior 
acceptance to FTU; they must have 
qualified through the University 
financial aid office for financial aid, 
and have a 3.0 cumulative average. 
App!ications for the scholarships 
must be in the financial aid office 
by October 19. · 

There Is Art In 
Engineering 
There is beauty in the careful steps of a workman 
putting finishing touches to a slanted roof, or a 
student staring reflectively at a blackboard. Easily 
recognized art may be the gracefully hanging 
pendulum on the clock in the Engineering Building. 
Look a little closer and you may also see the beauty 
of a jumble of cable in an electronics lab. FuTUre 
Photographer Joe Akerman saw art in it all. Can you? 
nd Engineering 
in Art 
Pa'ge a 
FTU Campus Cops 
Sa.y All ls Well 
How would you, as a police 
officer, protect over 100 acres of 
college campus? 
The 12 men of FTU Security 
have 1,2 2 7 acres under their 
jurisqiction, as well as students, 
property and personnel to protect. 
They do it with the aid of two cars, 
a two-way radio, walkie-talkies and 
a telephone. 
During the evening shift, the men 
wear firearms, but according to 
Superintendent of Security John E. 
Smith, this has always been a· 
policy. "It is a part of the man's 
uniform," he said. 
There have been no problems this 
year, and Smith commends the 
students. "All have cooperated 
fully with the officers." In an effort 
to orient new students with FTU's 
parking and driving regulatic;>ns, no· 
citations were issued during the 
first week of classes. Instead, rules 
were explained to drivers. · 
Smith said Monday, Sept. 28, was 
the worst day i.n numbers of cars on 
campus, partially because it was the 
first day of classes, and many 
students stayed late to purchase 
books. 
Tent Takes Bow 
After Face-Job 
After a bit of "cosmetic surgery," 
the Theatre Tent is back in shape 
and ready for the coming year. 
The "face lifting" was done 
during the summer quarter by the 
Building and Grounds crews. The 
summer weather proved favorable 
for repairs, although a hard rain 
resulted in two rips in the canvas, 
each about two feet long. 
Dr. David D. Mays of the Theatre 
Department said that before the 
Tent was repaired, four or five of 
the wooden line posts that hold up 
the Tent had rotted away due to 
the composition of the Florida soil. 
Metal anchors have now been 
substituted for the line posts, and 
several tears in the canvas have been 
mended. The foot ropes at the 
bottom of the Tent's side panels 
had also rotted, and had to be 
replaced . 
Mays said that repairs such as the 
rope replacements and anchor 
substitutions .had been anticipated 
when the Tent was erected. The 
Tent was expected to last three 
years when it was first put up; Mays 
said that the Theatre Department 
may be forced to make it last 
longer. Altholjgh it has been 
restored,, the Tent still retains its 
original virtues and drawbacks. 
Foreigners Fight 
On Hall-FTU Blvd. 
' ·'· .-.. 
FuTUre· 
'VERVIEW 
''The establishment of the fraternity program at Floirda 
, Technological University provides an excellent opportunity to 
'demonstrate the worth of the fraternity system. Fraternities are not 
without their opponents, and some have asserted that the purposes 
of social fraternities are no longer compatible with the goals of 
American higher education". · 
Those words by Dean William L. Proctor, Dean of Men, are found 
in the introduction to the IFC Jall rush booklet, "It's Greek to 
Me", They emphasize a problem faced by all of FTU's fraternities. 
Namely a rather disappointing number of men have signed up to particip~te in· fall rush. Consequently, competition a~ong FTU's 
eight fraternities is keen, almost cutthroat, for t~e attent1.on of tho~e 
few available. If the fraternity system at FTU 1s to survive at all, 1t 
must continue to attract young, energetic, capable men who will 
develop into effective leaders and representatives of the Greek 
system. 
The obvious reactions to that statement are, "Why have a Greek 
system at all?" "What possible contribution can a fraternity sys_tem 
make to this or any other university?" These are tough questions 
and require a great deal of serious, hard-nosed thinking to answer. As 
a member of both a social and professional fraternity at the 
University of Florida for three years, and an unaffiliated 
independent at FTU, I feel I've seen both sides and offer my 
thoughts on the matter. . . . 
It is generally accepted that the education or:ie receives m c~llege is 
not limited to the classroom. We interact with people outside the 
classroom, and hopefully gain a · little knowledge and ~xperience 
about ourselves and others. In a very real sense, the assoc1at1ons and 
interactions between members of a well-rounded fraternity of 
individuals is a valuable learning experience. Through these 
associations men experience the give and take of differing ideas, 
viewpoints, and philosophies. I also fe~d t?~t the org.anization of an 
effective Greek system affords the md1v1dual vaned avenues to 
channel his energies and talents. Whether it be through sports, 
service, leadership, or academics; a well-organized fraterni~y system 
can provide its members with a great sense of achievement, 
satisfaction and enjoyment while in college. 
In conclu~ion, I would like to make three P<:>ints clear. 
1) These are my own thoughts a~d ideas, based on past 
experiences. No one prompted me to write them. I do not endorse 
or recommend any fraternity on this campus. 
2) A fraternity is not for eve:yo~e. It ~oes not have to be and 
should not try to be. Any orgamzat1on which attempts to please all 
interests is doomed to failure . 
3) The fraternity system at FTU is far from ~hat system )~st 
described. The petty bickerings among the various fratern1t1es 
accomplishes nothing except undermine th.e cooper~tion and 
confidence required to achieve worthwhile objectives. The 
Interfraternity Council has been labeled a weak organization because 
it does not police or promote its members effectively. The IFC n<:>w 
has new leaders who hopefully will bring the member fraterni t ies 
together .. develop effective policing procedures, and demonstrate the 
worthiness of a well-rounded Greek system. 
Until this happens, FTU's fraternities will remain as they are ... 
little-boy locals trying to make it in a big man 's world. 
-Al Fickett 
HAIR CUTS THE WAY 
YOU WANT THEM 
AT 
NA TES BARBER SHOP 
NEAREST BARBER TO FTU 
Just North of Univeristy Drive-In 
on Highway 50 Union Park 
. . ... ... . ...... .. 
. .. . .. .. .. .. . ... . . . .. ... - . 
No Definite Committment 
On WFTU Becoming FM 
The broadcast club met Tuesd~y J:?Orning and lear$~~~~~~~r.s~~~;~~ 
Arnold professor of communications, that a , . operat~d solely by FTU students is on the agenda of the FTU E_xecutlve 
Board. . . Student Government, and that for . 
"There has been no definite special projects additional fund~ 
commitment," Dr. Arnold stated. would have to be requisitioned. 
"It's still in the planning stages." Students would so.on be able to 
Dr. Arnold has submitted a "bare "do., their own :thin.g" . when the 
bones" budget which in.eludes a operatin-~ hours were set .up, he 
$3-4,000 transmitter. This. woul.d noted. W. Bruce Meyer discussed 
enable the FTU FM station, if the film aspects of the 
formed to broadcast a "weak signal communications department, 
almost to Orlando." emphasing •the film program on 
"I think if they had the money, Channel 24 that was composed of 
there would be no question of FTU student's films .. 
approval of an FM station. I think Meyer also added that there w~s a 
they feel favorably," Dr. Arnold chance of continued FTU . f!lm 
added. presentations on local te~ev1S1~n 
With the question of the FM and a "slight chance of fmanc1al 
station out of their hands, the club renumeration." 
learned that television cables have station manager Schmidt 
been laid between the library summed up the last year's 
building where the equipment is operation of WFTU, and wished the 
housed on the second floor, newcomers in the broadcast club 
classroom buildings and the science luck. 
auditorium. "The cables still have -----------------, 
to be tested and we do have NOTICE 
portable equipment to broadcast in A "Students for Martin" 
the village center - perhaps the committee is being formed, and 
elections of officers," Dr. Arnold is open to anv Orange County 
said. student. Dr. Robert D. Martin is 
The forty-odd members present running for the Orange County 
were notified of auditions for disc School Board, and would like 
jockeys and announcers openings student support. Anyone 
for the AM WFTU. Auditions will interested please contact Hank 
be held in Room 211, October 13 Owns at 293-7608. 
from 2 to 11 p.m. Chris Schmidt,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
station manager, will be on hand to FOR SALE 
administer these. 
Broadcast Club elections will be 
held Tuesday in room 211. 
At the meeting Dr. Milan Meeske 
explained that the radio station was 
to operate on a budget approved by 
1954 Chev Station Wagon 
Good Condition $300.00 
Phone 644-3587 
F~t~~=ci~:!~l~~~l~~-~-~-~-~~-~:~-~s~:~-~A~:~o~~~u~l~K~t§~~~:~E~=~-~A~:~:~~~A~-~IN~-~~~E~:~:~~~F~~~E§:~~i~~-;-~~-i intersection of Hall Road and I --- - - -
Florida Tech Blvd. during the first 
morning of classes. 
According to the Florida 
Highway Patrol, Deborah Jones, 18, 
a student at FTU, had stopped for a 
stop sign on Hall Road. She failed 
to see a Datsun sedan driven by 
Mrs. Hazel Wook, 49, a 
homemaker. Miss Jones' 
Volkswagen smashed into the right 
side of'the Datsun. 
There were no injuries to the 
drivers. Damage to the Volkswagen 
was estimated at $300, and to the 
Datsun, $200. Miss Jones was 
charged with failing to yield right 
of way. 
Ccimpus 
~Glances 
''The Ambushers" and "The 
Wrecking Crew,'' both starring 
Dean Martin, are being shown 
tonight and Sunday at 8 :15 p.m. in 
the Science Auditorium. There is a 
50 cents admission charge. 
Tired of roast ~agle? Fed up with the 
same old menu? Contrary to popular 
belief, the eagle is not extinct. You 
can find him alive and kicking at the 
American Opinion Bookstore, 1209 
Edgewater Drive. 12-5 Saturday 10-5. 
Ph. 241-2228Check 'em out sometime. 
We don't know why a stitch in time saves 
nine, but we do know the ins and outs of 
most stitches--if you don't. 
~ /'/ • .. ~ . 
245 S. Maitland Ave., Maitland 
(kitty-korner from Post Office) 
645-08'18 Open 9:30 - 5:30 
The 
1 Stone Conundrum 
-'t 
I 
Slide Ru le Combo 
for Desk & Vest 
Pickett 
RULE TWO 
Save $7. 00 
500/300 
RULE TWO 
Regular $24.95 Value 
ONLY 
~1795 
Matched pair of Trig/Log Log 
speed rules for quick problem 
solving. The 10" No. 500 is 
preferred by pre-engineering 
aod technical students; the 6" 
No. 300 is the ideal pocket 
companion. Each rule has its 
own smart suede Mustang 
. Leather Case. All-metal 
construction and lifetime 
!JJarantee. 
FREE! 
al I metal 
Slide Rule 
with every Picket 
803/600 Dual Rule 
TWIN PACK 
Regular $32.95 Value 
ONLY 
s19•s 
SAVE $13.00 
Perfectly mated pair of 
all-metal desk and pocket slide 
rules for student and 
professional use. Buy the 
popular Pickett 803 Log Log 
desk rule, and get a bonus . 
Pickett 600 log log pocket 
rule. Lifetime guarantee on 
both rules. Each rule has its 
own carrying case; set includes 
self-instruction manual. 
Engineering and 
Drafting Department 
fiigeoxge stuart 
.. Phone 241-3431 
· 133 East ROBINSON 
Fu.Tl.Ire 
Blue Power Makes 
Good , Clean Cops 
By Robert Wishoff 
No, this isn't an ad for some new enzyme detergent nor is it some new 
secret weapon. Blue power instead is one of today's police problems 
which intersts Professor William J . Bopp. Prof. Bopp is heading a new 
program here at FTU on Law Enforcement Administration with a 
Hell 's Angels, three of them went 
to the hospital along with him. 
$57 ,000 grant from the U.S . 
Department of Justice. He teaches 
approximately 140 students on and 
off campus. Each student who 
pledges to work after graduation in 
law enforcement is eligible for a 
scholarship. 
Professor Bopp is pressing the -~~;!! 
administration to make Law 
Enforcement a separate department 
Professor Bopp comes to FTU 
from Central Piedmont College in 
Charlotte, North Carolina where he 
was the associate director of the 
Police Science Program. Bopp has 
written many articles for police 
journals, including some on 
criminal justice, criminal theory 
and what he terms as "Blue 
Power." "Blue Power" is as Bopp 
puts it, th.e result of police 
repression, lousy work, bad pay, 
lack of training and equipment and 
1Political interference, all causing a 
new type of police militancy. The 
professor believes that people 
attack policemen on the basis of 
'their uniform and the fact that they 
are the visible representatives of the 
government. "People discriminate 
against policemen not because of 
the color of the skin but because of 
the color of their uniform" stated 
Bopp. Prentice Hall is presently in 
the process of publishing his book 
entitled "Blue Power." It is due on 
the market early next year. 
Bopp, as an officer of the law, 
holds quite an impressive record 10 
years in Dade County, as homi~ide 
investigator and five years in 
Oakland, California as 
Administrative Assistant to the 
Chief. He also has 31 
commendations, six being for 
bravery in action. The professor 
tells of when he was jumped by five 
of its own. 
Campus 
~Glances 
An Orange County Sheriff's car 
~hizzed 0!1 campus the other night, 
its blue hght flashing. Had there 
been a riot? No. It was just a test 
conducted in conjunction with 
security. 
·-o-
Pat Castenega, a part-time FTU · 
student afflicted with Muscular 
Dystrophy, needs help. 
She attends classes two days a 
wee~, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
startmg at 11 a.m. She is finished 
with her classes at 1 :30 on those 
days. The 38-year-old student 
requires help to get out of her car 
and to her classes and then back to 
her car again. 
Any person or organization 
finding it possible to help please 
contact Mr. Baker, Office of 
Vocational Rehabilitation, at 
422-7871. 
Meet Bopp the cop, FTU's Law Enforcement Chairman. 
Photos by Frank Kosmak 11 
Stf41 
The Young Republican Club is 
beginning its second year as an 
active student organization. The 
sponsor of numerous "American 
Unity" projects· last year, the club 
also featured several Republican 
State Legislative leaders, now 
striving to appropriate funds for 
more FTU student housing. 
Dennis Keeler, President of the 
YR, has announced two ambitious 
projects for the immediate future. 
The first, "Victory '7 O" is the state 
YR plan to help elect Republicans 
in November. "It is a massive 
campaign, requiring thousands of 
YR's across Florida," said Keeler. 
"Our club is sending ten to fifteen 
members to work in the precincts. 
The Victory '70 Chairman is 
, 
program before any actual in-school 
experience. Help for the tutors will 
be available at any time. 
The program will be (for the first 
few months) in the Webster Avenue 
Elementary school. The public 
school system will make available 
materials for remedial reading, 
where the primary thrust of the 
program will be concentrated. The 
children will be on the 4th grade 
level. 
In January the program will 
branch out to embrace four (4) 
more schools in the Orlando/Winter 
Park area. At it's fullest operational 
capacity the program will engage 
100-150 students in the tutorial 
role . 
·@~!J@l!@Jf@lj[@)J~@!li~~~~~~llijSID@j~~~/@1j~~~~~~!!Ji£j~!ff:f.;~:;il Congressman Lou Frey, Jr." 
Keeler went on to explain the 
second big project. "The FTU YR 
will be the first college YR club to 
host a Quarterly State meeting, in 
Those interested call the Newman 
Center, 408 E. Lyman Ave., Winter 
Park, Florida at 644-3625. 
ALAN PAINE SHIRT SWEATER 
Closely knit in 1000/o imported lambswool, it's 
incomparably soft and warm. A four-button placket 
opens to the soft rolling collar. Full fashioning for 
easy, body-hugging fit. Both Heather and Solid 
Colors. $ 20. 
November. It will be at the new 
Ramada 1n·n near campus, and will 
last most of the weekend of 
November 21. All the big G.O .P. 
names across the state - Kirk, 
Cramer, Frey, and others will be in 
attendance. Profits for the YR 
should exceed $1,000." 
Anyone interested in joining the 
Young Republicans, especially 
those who signed up on Activities 
Day, should call Dennis Keeler at 
277-8466, or David Boelzner, at 
671-8056. 
-0-
N ewman is initiating a tutoring 
program in the Orange County area 
in conjunction with the Orange 
County Board of Education. This 
program will be a concentrate'd and 
well-supervised tutorial program 
among children who are 
economically and socially 
disadvantaged. Any student wishing 
to take part in this prgoram (which 
will only take about 15 hours a 
month) will undergo a training 
Campus Glances 
Are you interested in something 
to do other than watching 
television? Are you a dorm resident 
with lots of extra spare time on 
your hands? 
Well, a Village Center Arts and 
Crafts Workshop is being started 
just for people like you. 
The workshop will be designed to 
make objects for students such as 
stationery and Christmas cards. 
There is an organizational 
meeting planned for Saturday, 
October 17, at 10 a.m. Interested 
people are asked to meet on the 
V.C. patio, and everyone will then 
adjourn. The main purpose of this 
meeting will be to come up with 
suggestions for projects for the 
workshops. 
Anybody who wants to fill some 
spare time, but cannot attend the 
meeting because it doesn't fall 
during some of that spare time. is 
asked to call Jan Davis at 841-6186_ 
She will have the information about 
it for you. 
IMPORTED AUTO SERVICE 
·Hours: 
NO REPAIR OR SERVICE TOO 
SMALL OR TOO LARGE 
"All makes Fiat to Rolls Royce" 
SPECIALISTS IN TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE 
J-M SPECIALTIES 
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 2815 Silver Star Rd. 
• Sat. 9 - 5 1 mile West of North Hwy. 441 PHONE "295-3533 
FLARES ••••• 
THELOOKOFTODAY, _THE 
CLOTHES HORSE HAS THEM 
BY THE 100's 
HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. • ~INTER· PARK 
CONWAY CENTER e ORLANDO ·. 
f'age 1 ~ FuTUre October 9, 197C 
•old Timers' To Aid nu Cagers -
By Duncan Marks 
"It's going to be interesting to see how the students at FTU will 
support their basketball team this year." Thus Coach Gene "Torchy" 
Clark fielded the question of this year's student body support at FTU 
Basketball-A Gut Sport, 
basketball games put to him in an interview Monday. 
Can You Be Man Enough? The team began their first __ *_D_o_n __ M_a_t_h-is-,-2-1-,-ju_n_i_o_r_, -6---4. practice Monday and will continue ''G d h tl th' b. " oo us er, is ig man. Friday, 4: 30 to 6: 30 p.m. at the Probable center, focusing on ·play 
b r a n d new 0 vied o High around the basket. By Mike Cluney 
gymnasium. Among those out were *' Bob Jenkins, 22, senior; 6-1. 
six of last year's team. Coach Clark "Very much improved over last Walking into a strange locker room isn't easy. The a jock strap so you can expect the punches, good 
commented on each after seeing the year. He surprised me most out of same smells exist - the sweat, the everyday shoes and guts. Hitting the floor is tough. No grass or 
first practice: all the people in practice. He must locker room smell. Any jock knows it, any jock artificial turf here. 
have played a lot of summer ball." contributes to ·it. If he doesn't raise a good stink after No masks or helmets for the flying elbow. Guts 
Likely forward. workouts he didn't run very hard. Therefore, smells that will be called up for the bathroom toilet and * Rudi Jessiee, 20, junior, 
5-foot-9%. "Speedster - averages 
18.6 points per game last year. A 
real hustler." A graduate of 
Colonial High in 1968, Jessiee will 
probably fit into the guard-forward 
slot. 
*Mike Clark, 19 sophomore, 
6-1, averaged 24 points per game 
last season. The son of Coach Clark 
he was "raised in a gym." Mike 
played at Xavier High in Wisconsin 
and was an all-star his junior year. 
He was an all-conference guard for 
two years, "won a lot of honors," 
and was second-high scorer in his 
high school conference. He had a 
"typical first practice" Monday. 
Going for the guard position on the 
FTU team 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
students 
support FTU basketball team 
* Jay Daughtery, 19, junior, 5-7. are essential. Locker rooms are all alike. What's carry you right back out for more. Pride that will get 
"A nice little guy who likes the different is the men inside. The personnel inside, you up when you hit the floor. Some people get up. 
1:rnmP. of basketball." Possible guard. those who have come to play, they are the difference Some never play again. 
* Randy Greenwood , 18 , in locker rooms. Sometimes the "man" in the locker Mental anguish because you have to concentrate so 
sophomore, 6-5. "Up from the room isn't a man at all. Anyway we will find out. hard on your position. One bad move and you might 
frosh team last year. Good Four o'clock finds you pushing through the glass be a full time writer, maybe have time to let your hair 
attitude." doors. Here is a new gymnasium before you. The grow. 
Coach Clark admitted surprise hardwood smells new. Strange faces. New coaches. The grind. New faces and new coaches. Knocking 
over the "large turnover of The only thing in common here is the reason for your butt off for people you've never knocked 
basketball players. I didn't think being here. Stomp someone in the floor, to beat him ·anything off for. But you love it. You'll learn to love 
that there would be that much of out, make the team, for 5 more ones, make_the the men you play with, men you win with, men you 
one this year. starting lineup. die in defeat with, boys just the same because you 
The first game will pitt the Basketball. That's the thing here. Twenty or so knock that man down and aren't too old or smart 
varsity against the frosh team on guys coming together from God-knows all over to that you can't pick him up. 
Nov. 14., in the annual scrimmage. crack heads. All this for a round ball ... Basketball: love it, it's violence, heartaches, hours 
The team's schedule this year Pushing into the locker room jinds a locker. After of grueling practice: love it or get the hell out. 
includes schools with scholarship undressing you start to don Hie player's gear. Out Champion men love it. 
teams like South West Georgia and here you don't have shoulder pads. Two pair of socks Next week: Between the lines look at extramural 
Fort Launderdale. or your feet will bleed to death - yes, blisters baby, r~~ tape._, 
"We are way overscheduled," •••••i•••••·••"l.1••••••••• 
Coach Clark commented. In one 1~11 • .,. • 11 •or•~ •11~ • • • ''*,.~ 
tournament alone in Savannah, Ga., 
they will be competing with eight 
other schools - all of which have 
scholarship team. There is a "big 
***** 
,.. .•.•.•. ,, ............. -...... ,,,. .•.• -....... .. 
·difference" between scholarship 
athletics and walk-one - "the 
scholarship athlete is normally 
The FuTUre wouldn't lie to you; 
We might kid you a little, but we 
wouldn't lie. The basketball team 
may not be legally able to use this 
play, being demonstrated by Rudi I 
Jessee, top, and Byrd Brownell, 
bottom, but what we lack in height, 
we sure make up for in speed, · 
agility, and cunning. (Photos by , 
Chuck Seithel). 
tougher." 
Coach Clark will be helped this 
year by former player Russ Salerno, 
assistant varsity coach, and Tim 
Grady, junior varsity coach. "We 
have a lot of tough games ahead," 
commented Salerno. 1•···········-·.-.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.•.-.·.· 
Coach Clark, in his second year 
of coaching at FTU, has posted 
impressive records in his 20 years of 
high school football and basketball 
caoching. He graduated from 
Marquette University in Wisconsin, 
where he played three years of 
varsity basketball on scholarship. 
In the last ten years, his career 
won-lost records stand at 63 wins, 
eight losses, and one tie, winning 
seven conference championships 
out of eight tries in football. In 
basketball, 178 wins, and 14 losses, 
eight out of eight championships. 
Which did he prefer? "I don't know 
... it's a shame that they run them 
back to back. I like them both 
about the same." 
All FTU home games will be 
played at the new Oviedo gym, free 
to FTU ·Students,. Adults will be 
charged $1.50 admission, other 
students $1.00 and children $.50. 
Despite the "overscheduling," 
Coach Clark will introduce his · 
two-centers and three-guards 
offensive alignment which 
hopefully will give the opposition 
something to think about. 
Last year's record was 13-3. This 
year? "The boys come to play -
and they do." And they do. 
The golf pro at Cape Orlando 
Country Club - Roger L. Cooper -
has announced new greens fees for 
FI'U faculty/staff who wish to use 
the course; The new rates: 
Weekdays - $2.08; Weekends -
$3.64. Student rates are $1.04 
week, days only. Cape Orlando 
Country Club is located on East 
Highway 50 at what was formerly 
known as Rocket City. 
the 
RECORD BOOK 
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1]'~E L.ONGEST RUN 
FROM SCRIMMAGE 115 
Yos (STAIUED FROM SEMINO 
'f~E. GOA(, 1..INE) BY A 
YAL.E PLAYER WY~L-YS 
IERRY BACK IN 1884 --
Thursday, the intramurals 
program had a meeting · to discuss 
the financial and ordering of 
equipment aspects of the 
intramural program. Les Gross, 
Director of Procurement spoke of 
the administration's policies 
towards ordering equipment for the 
ex tram urals clubs. Dr. Rohter 
spoke of the club's future and the 
importance of following the 
policies handed out by Mr. Gross. 
METET' 
21 of the Finest Barbers in the South 
at 
. . ... '.SlllP 
THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE -
Mike Carpenter & Rudy Pendlenton 
FAST 
SERVICE 
"Home of the Vacuum Clipper" 
Open 7 Days a Week 
- Men's and Women's Hciir Cu1s -
- Trims - Mudpacks - Shampoos -
- Razor Cu1s - Shaves - Massages 
Phone 277-4438 
NO 
WAITING 
2019 N. Goldenrod Road (15A) Orlando, Florida 
._ .. ,, ......... "',. ........... ,. ....... ._ ................... , .................................. , ........ ", 
Returning Tech stalwarts, standing, Daughtery, Mathis and Jenkins, 
and kneeling, Jessee and Clark. 
Photos by Chuck Seithel 
11Ul 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
MAITLAND 
" Th e Horne of Hopp, Bon\.1ng 
POWER! 
Tfi~y. c.a n . . _ ' 
in 'ENGELWOOO. · ,, . 
Nµrsery schoots; two ete-mentery se.hoQJi ''o~cl StorieWQU Jo1:hon 
Jy"!*r tfl~h . Qr~ focate_d i"l."th!i-~m~diot' pre~; qndColonial.High 
,, Schoohs wst ~ '-'~~"." blpc:ks ~~t,, . ,, · ~·, 
, '·"'., GO P'IEiWOODf, ~it'~~,g~,,»l.~~~,to H\f&! , .. ~ 
You can own a Total-Eleetric, 3 .or 4 bedroom home 
in Engelwood for as low as $16, 100. Models are open 
today. FHA & VA Financing Available. 
64·1 O ·r;aic.e .. ·underhilfR<laci ~· Orlando, fforittQ ·. ··!>hone- 271*1 &24 ,., 
Quality a 
appliances ~} 
by General Electr•c 
r 
October 9, 1970 Ft.!TIJre 
Tech Weightlifters · Win Lilt, Lose Toss 
. . . . . . ...-.·J\h~J\h .... ................. ~ ..... 
The FTU We1ghthftmg Club tied for first place with Chattanooga, ;,.. ~ 
Tenn. in the 1970 Region III AAU held in Charleston, S.C., October 3, ~ F -: 
but ha".'e no team trophy to show for it after losing possession on the toss ~ ::. 
of a com. ~ "l 
Both clubs tied with nine points, Charleston Barbell Club took second 0: 
place third was Stanzics 300 Club s p RTS~ 
of Miami. Other teams came from ~ :t9"·:· Thursdays as well as individually. 
South and North Carolina, Stone, in a recent interview, noted 
Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee, as that the club is open to "anyone u 
well as Florida. who just wants to work out." The ~ ~ 
Individually, Farrel Byrd, weightlifting season is October 11 •, 
132-pound FTU junior, took first through June, but the lifters train !• :• 
place in his weight class, lifting a year round. 'JA.Y.•.Y."w'\AVC.Y'th-...,..._Wtllrll. 
total of 610 pounds in three trys 
setting a teenage state Florida 
record. He pressed 220 pounds in 
one attempt. 
Kevin Schnur, another junior, 
took third in the 148 pound weigh~ 
class, lifting 57 5 pounds total. 
Mike Stone, graduate student, 
lifted a total of 830 pounds in the 
super heavyweight (242112 and over) 
weight class. 
The FTU Weightlifting Club 
finished second in the national 
Collegiate Power Lift last spring; 
they will host, with the Winter Park 
YMCA, the Florida State AAU 
Power Lift Championship 
November 28. FTU is favored in 
the meet. 
The club, advised by Dr. O'Hara 
and Dr. Justin Myrick, usually 
works out from 7-9:30 p.m. 
the 
RECORD BOOK 
fr~f; GREAIE:ST WEIGHT 
E.V£R L..IFTED ,.6000L.Bs 
BY PAUL- ANDE.R50N -
JUN(; {2, 1957 (eAcKL-IF=T) 
A ROL-l-S-ROYC~ WEIGHS 
S6oo POUNDS ••• 
Sweat streams as Mike Stonestrains. Stone is a member of the FTU 
Weightlifting Club. 
THE THREE OLYMPIC LIFTS 
FIRST LIFT - TWO HANDS 
CLEAN AND PRESS 
The barbell is situated in front of 
the lifter's feet, parallel to his 
trunk, gripped with both hands, 
palms downward, and 'I cleaned" 
with a single distinct motion to the 
shoulders. Lunging or squatting on 
bent legs is permissible in this 
phase. 
The bar is then rested on the 
clavicies, chest, or on the arms fully 
bent. The feet must be on a line, 
the feet spaced at any width. The 
litter holds this position until 
signaled by the referree to 
commence the "press" or second 
part of the lift, which consists of 
e 1 e vat in g the -weight vertically 
overhead to arm's length until both 
arms are fully extended, without 
any jerk, pause, excessive body 
motion, or movement of the feet or 
legs. This position is held until the 
referee signals the lifter to return 
the barbell to the platform. 
SECOND LIFT - TOW-HANDS 
SNATCH 
The bar is addressed as for the 
first lift, palms downward, and then 
pulled with one motion from the 
platform to arm's length overhead 
while either "splitting" one leg 
forward and the other aft or 
squatting on bent legs, after which 
the lifter raises himself erect to the 
standing position with the weight 
fixed overhead, arms locked. At the 
referee's signal the barbell is 
lowered to the platform. In this lift 
the fundamental t>rinciple is a single 
motion of the barbell from the 
platform to that position where the 
arms are locked overhead. 
THIRD LIFT TWO-HANDS 
CLEAN AND JERK 
The bar is addressed as for the 
first two lifts, then cleaned to the 
shoulder as for the press; because of 
the heavier weights involved, 
generally a deeper split of squat is 
employed. 
l ·- . • 
A Student ID Card 
Will Make You Athletic 
By Duncan Marks 
Anyone with an FTU student identification card may use the 
$400,000 physical education facilities on the campus, from a golf dl'iving 
range to the massive handball courts, at no cost . 
"They're open to all FTU students," Dr. Frank Rohter, director of the 
P.E. facilities explained; "and we · 
are making every attempt to 
provide equipment (from golf clubs 
to paddleball paddles), and 
:: on venien t check-out times 
:overnight), with a minimum of 
regulations." 
Dr. Rohter explained the routes 
FTU students may take to utilize 
the facilities: 1) sign up for classes 
- golf, tennis, swimming, and body 
conditioning are offered now. 
Swimming classes have not been 
scheduled until the cracked pool 
bottom is repaired. 2) Enter the 
campus intramural program - flag 
football and softball. 3) On a 
recreational basis - there will be a 
full time staffer at the equipment 
cage in the P .E. Building so that 
students may be able to check out 
I equipment - golf clubs, tennis rackets, balls, paddle ball' paddles -
for use on the tennis and handball 
courts, golf driving range and 
putting green, the two flag football 
fields and the softball diamonds are 
available. 
C 1 asses have priority on the 
The reason for the swimming 
pool's crack was briefly explained 
by Dr. Rohter: "It is a moot 
technical point 7'" the water level 
differed from the natural water 
table, and when the level moved, it 
cracked one section of the pool." 
The administration and the 
contractors are meeting now to 
resolve the cost of repairing the 
·pool. As soon as that's settled, he 
said, it will be three-or four wei!ks 
before it is repaired and ready for 
use. 
Dr. Rohter expressed disdain at 
the use of the grassy areas between 
the dorms by football-playing 
students. It seems that the grass 
there is more sensitive and can't 
take the football wear and tear. 
There are two soccer-football fields 
and both are well-kept and perfect 
for student recreational needs. 
Continuous play will cause bare 
spots and ruin the lawn between 
the dorms, Dr. Rohter stated. 
facilities Dr. Rohter noted The,..._..,.•••••••••••••••••••• 
tennis t~am practices from i to 5 .,.,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Thursdays. Flag football 
intramurals will begin each 
weekday after 4 p.m. The golf 
I driving range will be closed at that 
ttime. The tennis and handball 
courts are lighted for night use by 
students. 
Two provisions that Dr. Rohter 
asked to be observed by students 
using the facilities are: the students 
must park in the student parking 
lot approximately 75 yards from 
the. building and they must observe 
check out tI~s on equipment . 
Dr. Rdter also noted that 
shower facilities and lockers are 
available to students. "Students 
should remove contents and locks 
from their lockers when not in 
use." 
the 
RECORD BOOK 
"fHE SHOR'IESI FIGHI IN 
HISIORYt..ASWD IO~sec. 
FOUGHT BY AL. COLrfUR£ 
AND RAL.PH WAL. TON ,.,,.. 
COUTURf RAN 10 WAL.IONS 
CORNER AND KO'D J.lfM AS 
~e. WAS GfTflNG UP 
'V'······.I" .................................. . 
Bio Club To Go 
Off The Deep End 
The Biology C tub is again 
offering a scuba diving course 
designed to acquaint the individual 
with the undersea world. 
The course will consist of safety 
rules and procedures, familiarity 
with equipment, physiology, diving 
physics, air consumption, and use 
of the decompression and repetitive 
dive charts. Also included in the 
course is a diving manual, pool 
sessions, and a class dive (all 
equipment furnished) which is 
required . 
The class dive will be held at 
Alexander Springs. Each student 
must provide his own 
. transportation. 
Having attended the class 
lectures, fulfilled pool 
requirements, attended the class 
checkout dive and passed a written 
test, the diving student will be 
internationally certified for life 
with the National Association of 
Diver Joe Henderson, points out some likely jumping off spots to 
several students. Henderson will be conducting some diving courses this 
month. 
· Skindiving Schools. The total cost 
of the course is $ 35, providing the 
FTU student with a $15 reduction 
in price. 
The course instructor is .Joe 
Henderson, one of the National 
Association of Skindiving Schools 
Senior Diving Instructors. 
For "The Anything Sound" 
Try Stereo "8" Tapes and Portable Players 
From 
VIDEO SONICS 
645-0882 
"8" Track Cassettes - Tape Decks - Cameras 
Cameras & Photo Supplies 
) 
( 
Between Steak & Shake & McDonalds 
on 17-92 in Winter Park 
.-.·-·····-· • ..-.·.·-···-·.-....... - ...... J' .............. J' ........... ·.·····rl'··········,r, 
BORED' . . ~ 
Don't Be!!! 
Take Scuba Diving Lessons From Hal Watts' 
Florida Divers Supply And Skin Diving School 
NATIONAL 
CERTIFICATION 
CLASSES HELD 
ON CAMPUS 
ALL GEAR 
PROVIDED 
CALL: 275-4654 
CLASS BEGINS OCT. 15 ·ONLY $35 
The diving course will be held on 
campus in AD Room 111 every 
Thursday night at 6:30 o.m. 'T'hP. 
initial meeting was Thursday. The . 
course will fast approximately eight 
weeks. 
For more information call Joe 
Henderson at 275-4654. 
WANTED 
2 STUDENTS 
Male or Female 
To Share House 
2Milesfrom F.T.U. 
come to 
11502 E. Colonial Dr. 
or c;all 
273~0860 after 7 P.M. 
. Page 12 
Hard Line 
complaint made by Wetherell was 
"If I have to face this type of 
discussion with every decision that · 
(Continued from Pa~e 1) ; j I make, then I will probably make 
requests of residerif students. more of these decisions and consult 
Wetherell also explained the less peo~le." . 
rationale behind his weekly dorm To this, Stnnger stated "How can 
maintenance checks. The checks you say that and really have the 
will be held between 9:30 .and 11 students and their needs and 
a.1!1· each Wednesday morning. He, feelings i!1 i;run~?" Wethe7ell said 
said that the purpose of the checks that he didn t thmk that this would ' 
were to survey the maintenance have much of an effect on the 
done and needed. students, and that they should be 
Wetherell stated that only proud of all of the benefits that 
"qualified personnel" would they now have, when you compare 
inspect the rooms. When asked by a the problems of FSU to the 
student what the official definition newness of FTU. Sandi Whidden 
of "qualified personnel" is he said stated that this would definitely 
that whomever the Admi~istrative. affect the students and that instead 
staff appoints would be considered of progr~ssing, they were regressing 
"qualified personnel" and would be and makmg all of the work in MRA 
permitted to inspect the rooms. and WRA useless and futile. Brown, 
Fu TU re 
organization since they could not in 
reality be responsible to the Dean: 
of Men and Women as a result of 
being one unit. 
Miss Whidden replied that in her 
opinion "Dean Proctor runs it' 
anyway. Anything that comes out 
of student affairs appears to be a 
joint decision anyway." 
The sandy-haired senior also 
indicated the two groups, WRA and 
MRA, had gone to the office of 
Student Affairs as 2 separate 
entities and that they had been 
dealt with as "a lump sum." · 
Recent weeks have seen some 
controversy over the . removal of 
calling hours by the Housing Office 
According to T. K. Weatherall o: 
that office a desire for this ww 
indicated by the students and it ww 
for this reason that the action wa: 
taken. 
He told the FuTUre that at no wh~ attended the meeting and 
time would he enter a woman's session afterward made no replies 
residence without the company of.a to the state~ents made by 
female representative. We.therell, Stringer and Miss 
He emphasized that he would not . Whidden. 
inspect each room every week. 
Wetherell also said that if a resident 
h~s a credible reason for not having 
his room checked, he would inspect 
the room at the next opportunity. 
However, if a satisfactory reason is 
not given, Wetherell .plans to check . 
and therefore have the right to 
Stringer told the FuTUre that a 
group of resident students had 
contacted a lawyer who told them 
to exhaust all possible · channels 
within the Univerisity before taking 
According to Miss Whidden, tht-
removal of calling hours made it 
necessary to improve the lounge 
areas in B and C Dormitories 
through redecoration. The money 
($4,000) for this project is to be 
supplied by the Housing Office. 
This is one 01 me ~hlbits in one of the most ambitious and 
interesting art displays at Tech to date. You'll have to figure out the 
significance. (Photo by Joe Akerman). 
enter the premises. 
When questioned about invasion 
of the student's privacy, Wetherell 
said the University does not have a 
"no-knock" policy. 
Wetherell defined maintenance as 
the material and labor needed for 
repair and said that Housing spent · 
$8,000 each year for the repairs. He 
cited $4.69 per hour as the wage 
paid to anyone called for any 
services in the dorms. 
Wetherell told the FuTUre that 
the rules up to now have been a 
product of the collective effort of 
himself, Dean Proctor, Dean 
Sarchet, and Vice President Brown. 
He complained at the meeting that 
the students were not taking these 
rules seriously enough but he would 
give the students "the benefit of 
the doubt that you are mature 
college stud en ts." 
After the meeting Wetherell 
spoke with Jim Stringer and Sandi 
Whidden, president of the Women's 
Resid.ence Association (WRA). 
Summing up the meeting another 
* 
NO TIME 
Vice President Brown indicated 
~hat there is a possibility for change 
Gizmohr Gizmo Invented Here 
m the status quo if the residents An engineering professor at t----------------....-i,· can "show cause for new policies." Florida Technological University S G Rejects· He added Lhat the Office of has joined the ranks of inventors 
outside legal action. 
Student Affairs and the Housing with a small mechanical computer 
._ __ (_c_o_n_t_in_u ... e_d_fr_o_m_P_ag_e_l_J __ ..i Office were "still open-minded,, designed to solve complex problems 
and that there is an erroneous idea in the field of stress and strain. 
governmental bodies to duplicate among the students that they can't Word that a patent has been 
functions. Because of the small submit a modified plan.,, granted for his "Gizmohr" has been 
number of resident students received by Professor Gerald C. 
students could be as wed ·.---_.;;.;;...;;;;..~;;;:.;;-...;.;;;;;;.-;;;;;;.,;....--..;.·- · Ward, a retired Air Force colonel 
represented by a smaller number of S t · who j.oined the FTU faculty from 
. officials, according to this resident. ea Ing Northwestern University in 1968. 
3. As Dr. Brown pointed out in (Con.tjnued fro'!':. Pa.ge 1)_1 The name of the device stems 
an interview, the MRA and WRA "---------~_...._...;;._-'partially from the inventor's Air 
organizations last year were largely university wishes to install tablet Force days. It's a combination of 
ineffective in representing the arm-type seating similar to that of "gizmo" (defined as "something 
residents. He added that if the two the SCAUD, but thus far it has not whose name is forgotten ... ") and 
groups were ineffective separately, · found the type that it needs. the name of German mathematician 
how much more effective would Physical Plant is still researching Otto Mohr, who developed "Mohr's 
they be together? possibilities, and does not know Circle," a geometric method used 
Miss Whidden, current president when the seats will be installed. by engineers to determine stresses 
of the Women's Resident Clayton said the main problem atagivenpoint. 
Association , said, "I challenge with equipping the Engineering What Ward's device does is speed 
anyone to tell me that I had an Auditorium is that it will be used up the process of solving the 
inefficient organization" for various purposes. The seating problems, which otherwise would 
4. One problem which Miss will be designed for the require more difficult calculations 
Whidden says was indicated by the auditorium's ultimate use_ specific or geometric solutions using 
personnel in Student Affairs was engineering purposes - but the Mohr's circular analogy. ' 
the need for someone to assume temporary uses of the room are The Gizmohr, a box-like affair 
control of the combined causing the present difficulties. which is rotated on an axis and 
whose innards are a complex series 
FTU PRESENTS 
THE GUESS WHO 
IN CONCERT 
of brass gears, was first unveiled by 
Ward during the last International 
Congress of Engineering Education. 
Since then, he has had inquiries 
from fell ow engineers and 
educators from such far away 
places as Australia , Turkey, India, 
and South America. 
"It simply shows that 
mathematics is an international 
language," said the affable Ward. 
Since receiving all those queries, he 
added, he's decided to refine the 
Gizmohr a bit, then try and interest 
a manufacturer. 
He also would like to scale down 
the Gizmohr to tabletop size for 
use outside the classroom by design 
engineers. 
One application of a smaller 
model would be by aeronautical 
engineers who must determine the 
stress on rocket skins and jet engine 
parts, for example. 
In the college classroom the 
normaJ-siZe Gizmohr would be "a 
~eat help, especially to young 
instructors," Ward believes. 
He h~pes that, unlike the gizmo, 
the G1zmohr will not become 
something whose name is forgotten. 
* 
UNDONE 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 8=30 P.M .. BOX OFFIC.E OPENS 6=00 P.M. 
ORLAN.DO MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS ON SALE FOR $4.00 AT STRE.EPS & F.T.U. VILLAGE CENTER 
FTU STUDENTS & GUESTS MAY PURCHASE TICKETS AT THE FTU VILLAGE CENTER FOR $3.00 
..,. 
,,.... _ 
